“NO GUNS!”
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Businesses like Wal-Mart are discriminating against your natural rights to protect yourself.
They have enacted a type of Jim Crow Law against Patriots or those simply following natural
law.
When I see a “no guns” sign at a court house, airport or anywhere it says to me we accept a
certain type of person only! It's like a sign “whites only,” “blacks only,” or a certain type only: If
you are a full-blown bacon-loving American lawfully carrying your sidearm, well, you aren't
welcome!
We don't need to fearfully hide our rights in America! Public places banning your rights before
entry is unlawful, and in private business it's just despicable! Why would any patriot do
business where they strip your right to defense before entry? Well, I don't think so! Could you
imagine this type of law against people? If you wear your firearm outside your belt as part of
your natural rights, your lawful rights, it's like having a black face in the deep south in 1890!
Get ready to be “not allowed” to go to a lot of places. You may be a human being, but you are
not welcome. Be ashamed of your sidearm, remove it, or better yet pay the state to hide your
rights: Otherwise, be publicly shamed or considered a trespasser just because you act as an
American should!
If there is a sign in a place which says you are not welcome, because they think there is
something wrong with you, something odd, or something they fear, it’s because you are being
and acting like a free American; it means they will only serve those not willing to exercise their
rights. In other words, "We only want those willing to trade their rights away so they can
enter."
I do not comply with an individual Commie’s rules on my rights!
I do not shop at Commie owned stores!
I do not comply with Commie inspired laws!

